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ABSTRACT
The progression of component-based software engineering (CBSE) is essential to the rapid, cost-effective development of complex software systems. Given the choice of well-tested components, CBSE affords reusability and increases reliability. However, applications developed according to this practice can often suffer from difficult maintenance and control, problems that stem from improper or inadequate integration solutions. Avoiding such unfortunate results requires knowledge of what causes the interoperability problems in the first place. The time for this assessment is during application design.

In this paper, we define problematic architecture interactions using a simple notation with extendable properties. Furthermore, we delineate a multi-phase process for pre-integration analysis that relies on this notation. Through this effort, potential problematic architecture interactions can be illuminated and used to form the initial requirements of an integration architecture.
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1. INTRODUCTION
As software ages and new paradigms for computing emerge, the complex reuse, sharing and integration of information is becoming a paramount concern. Recent methodologies assist in defining the requirements of the integrated application and deciding how the accumulated components will interact [15]. While they have advanced component-based software engineering (CBSE), there is no clear path from an interoperability problem to its solution. Methodologies for interoperability assessment that do exist either are not complete (e.g., [26]), are too focused (e.g., [3,20,32]), or lack specificity (e.g., [5]), to have wide-ranging usefulness and offer guidance to resolve known defects.

Decisions for using middleware – distributed computing services that facilitate interoperation between components – are often made in an ad hoc manner, without sufficient understanding of the initial systems chosen or the enterprise application into which they will be composed. This is not to say that middleware products are not useful or are always used improperly. In fact, middleware is being used exactly as intended. The problem is that middleware products are built to address the effects of interoperability problems on component integration, but not their causes. Unfortunately, without knowledge of the causes, application maintenance and evolution can lead to chaos. Interim steps are needed to first assess component interaction during application design and then to uncover problems that will determine the essential integration functionality, how to manage it, and how to effectively code it.

We must, therefore, return to basic software engineering principles in which the design is analyzed and understood before determining the best direction for implementation. This type of pre-integration analysis of abstract architecture information can illuminate potential interaction problems in an integration. Emerging research in the area of software architecture offers a coarse-grained description of a software system. Moreover, software architecture styles have been directly implicated in interoperability conflicts [1,12,32,33]. Still, there is no accepted standard for software architecture representation.

In this paper, we describe a process to determine problematic architecture interactions, defined below.

Definition 1. Problematic architecture interaction (PAI). An interoperability conflict that is predicted through the comparison of architecture interaction characteristics and requires intervention via external services for its resolution.

Additionally, our multi-phase pre-integration analysis process utilizes a simple notation with extendable properties to describe the problematic interactions manifested in the integration. Our work illustrates how effective assessment can be performed very early in the
application design with minimal specifications. Though the process is constructed with conflict resolution guidance in mind, this topic is beyond the scope of this paper.

This paper includes the following sections. Section 2 presents research that is directly relevant to this paper. In Section 3, we define the characteristics used for analysis. Section 4 presents the notation and its properties such as union and additivity. Section 5 exemplifies the use of the notation in our multi-phase process using a small but relevant integration problem. Finally, Section 6 concludes with results and future work.

2. RELATED RESEARCH

The software architecture of a system is a high-level description of its computational elements, the means by which they interact, and the structural constraints on interaction [27,29]. With such abstraction, it is possible to initially focus on important conceptual system issues without becoming entangled in implementation and deployment details. One facet of this description is architectural style, which provides information regarding configuration and coordination constraints on a system’s components or modules. Characteristics are defined for architectural styles to delineate different configurations, such as pipe and filter systems, event-based systems, and main/subroutine systems.

The phrase architecture mismatch was coined to describe certain underlying reasons for interoperability problems among seemingly “open” software components [12]. On this basis, characteristics have been viewed with respect to their potential impact on interoperability. However, only subsets based on style constraints have been examined for their role in integration issues [1,3,4,10,12,28,30].

To resolve interoperability problems, an integration architecture must be constructed. Integration architectures are composed of multiple connectors. Connectors have become increasingly important in software architecture analysis, having been raised to first-class status in many descriptions [11,18,21,23,31]. As their potential for contribution to analysis has been recognized, attempts to capture and describe the functionality of connectors are ongoing. Explicit descriptions of connectors are desirable, as these can allow for design choices among and analysis of existing interaction schemes, plus the specification of new connectors [11]. Formal descriptions of connectors have been expressed in several architectural description languages (ADLs) [3,13,19,20,22], as well as in the Z and Object-Z notations [2,25,31].

Unfortunately, connectors suffer from similar problems in characterization as components and architectural styles. There are many types of connectors that range from generic to complex, with variants at every level. The impetus behind connector taxonomy research is to allow designers flexibility in choosing the correct interoperability schemes in an integrated application [3,11]. This research suffers from a considerable amount of detail, making the classifications very cumbersome. Currently, large taxonomies are being constructed (e.g., [23]), for the purpose of understanding and analyzing a wide range of connectors and to promote the formation of unique connectors. A taxonomy of integration elements (architectural connectors specific to resolving interoperability conflicts), links connectors to functions found in design patterns describing integration techniques. By restricting the connector taxonomy in this way, defining solutions to problematic architecture interactions is simplified.

The interim steps between determining how components should interoperate and detecting the resulting problems are best formulated into a process. Recent approaches to performing such analysis can be divided into pre-integration assessment, like the process presented in this paper, versus post-integration assessment. Approaches close to our own include [16,32], in which characteristics are evaluated to provide an assessment of the architecture. However, the differences between our approach and these others include the inability to compare simple architecture styles in [32], and the limitation of evaluation assessment to only nonfunctional requirements in [16]. Post-integration analysis can offer additional insight into the prescribed integration architecture, as with the chemical abstract machine (CHAM) formalism discussed in [14] and with ADLs such as Wright [3]. While these approaches aid in the assessment of integration solutions, they do not provide a means to assess interoperability a priori and to direct the selection of an initial solution that is appropriate.

3. SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE CHARACTERISTICS

In this section, we briefly present the characteristics that we use throughout the remainder of the paper. Characteristics defined with respect to architectural styles include those that describe the various types of components and connectors, data issues, control issues, and control/data interaction issues [1,3,4,10,12,28,30]. These architectural characteristics provide details that further differentiate individual styles, their extensions and specializations.

Our previous research suggests that it is feasible and desirable in analysis to partition architectural characteristics across two viewpoints: component-level and application-level [7,9,17]. Component-level characteristics contribute to an understanding of the exposed interface of a component to other external subsystems. In turn, application-level characteristics address architectural demands on configuration and coordination of the component systems into a single integrated application to satisfy overall requirements.
After extensive review of published characteristics, coupled with empirical analysis, we previously define abstraction levels and use semantic networks to identify the high-level characteristics, presented in Table 1 [7,8,9,17]. Their abbreviated references are in column one, with the name in column two. They are distinguished by the association of the characteristic with a component (C) or with the overriding application (A) in column three. Definitions and values are in columns four and five, respectively.

These nine style-related characteristics are course-grained, reflecting functionality present at lower levels of abstraction. That is, each of these high-level characteristics has multiple semantic links to corresponding low-level characteristics. We do not claim that the set is complete; more characteristics may be introduced with further research.

4. PROBLEMATIC ARCHITECTURE INTERACTIONS

Not all interactions are problematic – some require only a simple connector to facilitate communication. For instance, two UNIX filters that require a typical streaming pipe for communication would not exhibit a PAI. PAIs, in contrast, require additional functionality and processing, beyond simple connectors, to facilitate communication between components. Incompatible data or control assumptions tend to result in PAIs. It consequently becomes difficult to assign a ready-made connection, as this is not sufficient to negotiate, translate, or buffer the control and/or data necessary in the communication. Thus, PAIs necessitate the use of one or more integration elements (controller, translator, extender) packaged into an integration architecture [18,24].

4.1 Defining the Notation

We base our approach on the assumptions that problematic architecture interactions occur when

1. Two component systems are required to interact but are inhibited by certain characteristic values (component-component)
2. The configuration and coordination requirements of the application impose demands for a certain style of interaction that one or more components cannot satisfy (application-component)
3. The application expectations do not comply with the integration solution requirements. (application-integration)
4. The configuration and coordination requirements of the application are themselves in conflict (application-application).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ABBRV</th>
<th>CHARACTERISTICS</th>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>DEFINITION</th>
<th>VALUES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bk</td>
<td>Blocking</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>Whether or not the thread of control is suspended [17]</td>
<td>Blocking, Non-Blocking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CS</td>
<td>Control Structure</td>
<td>A, C</td>
<td>The structure that governs the execution in the system [30]</td>
<td>Single-Thread, Multi-Thread, Decentralized, Concurrent, Sequential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT</td>
<td>Control Topology</td>
<td>A, C</td>
<td>The geometric form control flow takes in a system [28]</td>
<td>Hierarchical, Star, Arbitrary, Linear, Fixed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSM</td>
<td>Data Storage Method</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>How data is stored within a system [30]</td>
<td>Repository, Data With Events, Local Data, Global Source, Hidden, Distributed, Stream</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DT</td>
<td>Data Topology</td>
<td>A, C</td>
<td>The geometric form data flow takes in a system [28]</td>
<td>Hierarchical, Star, Arbitrary, Linear, Fixed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC</td>
<td>Identity of Components</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>Awareness of other components in the system [30]</td>
<td>Aware, Unaware</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCT</td>
<td>Supported Control Transfer</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>The method supported to achieve control transfer [1]</td>
<td>Explicit, Implicit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDT</td>
<td>Supported Data Transfer</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>The method supported to achieve data transfer [1]</td>
<td>Explicit, Implicit, Shared</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sn</td>
<td>Synchronization</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>Whether or not the components need to rendezvous [17,32]</td>
<td>Synchronous, Asynchronous</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Each of these four interaction assumptions require distinct characteristic comparisons that potentially result in different problem categories. Thus, a multi-phase process of analysis in which each phase considers one interaction assumption is a natural approach. In this paper, we focus on the first interaction assumption and briefly discuss the impacts of the second and third.

What makes the characteristic set in Table 1 essential for interoperability analysis is the encompassing nature of the definitions. Subsequently, through case study analysis and expert knowledge, we derive a set of PAIs for initial study. We do not maintain that the PAIs, which result from characteristic value comparison, are definitive. They offer a degree of interoperability prediction for a first-pass assessment.

There are several interesting things to note about PAIs that distinguish our research from others in the area. First, conflicts can occur between like values of characteristics. This is in contrast to the notion that only mismatched values lead to conflict [1,10,12]. Secondly, in contrast to only comparing similar characteristics types (control topology vs. control topology), analysis across different types of characteristics may predict a conflict between components [1,10]. This cross comparison goes beyond other research attempts to establish a partial order of the values of a characteristic type to determine the resulting value in the application that resolves the conflict [32,33].

It is important to note that identifying PAIs provides the developer with a “heads-up” about potential conflicts, even in the case of black-box component assessment. Further investigation may be warranted to pinpoint more functional detail within the individual interactions.

4.2 Problem Categories

Repeated interoperability problems appear in one of three categories: control transfer, data transfer, and interaction initialization. Using prose to describe the problems better reflects the course-grained nature of the characteristics whose comparison produces them. Thus, the problem types embody a level of abstraction parallel to a software architecture description.

Category 1: Control Transfer

1. Restricted points of control transfer: control must be passed to particular interface points
2. Unspecified control destination: there is no specified interface point to which control may be passed
3. Inhibited rendezvous: dissimilar communication protocols prohibit handshaking
4. Multiple, unsequenced control transfers: processes/threads attempt concurrent control communication with a component

Category 2: Data Transfer

5. Restricted points of data transfer: data must be passed to particular interface points
6. Unspecified data destination: there is no specified interface point to which data may be passed
7. Unspecified data location: the data location is obscured
8. Inconsistent data: data formats are incompatible
9. Invalid data: data is not processed in the expected manner
10. Multiple, unsequenced data transfers: processes/threads attempt concurrent data communication with a component
11. Mismatched data transfer assumptions: data is required directly/indirectly and the other components expect the opposite

Category 3: Interaction Initialization

12. Uninitialized control transfer: control of a participating component cannot be forwarded
13. Uninitialized data transfer: data of a participating component cannot be forwarded

These thirteen conflicts form the current set of PAIs identifiable through architecture characteristic comparison. For a better understanding of their use, refer to the following notated example of an interoperability problem.

CS.Single-Thread(A) → {3} ← Bk.Non-Blocking(B)

which means component A has a single-threaded control structure (CS) that problematically interacts with component B, which is non-blocking (Bk), due to an inhibited rendezvous (3). A single-threaded component requires completion of execution before control can be transferred, but a component that does not block can continue to execute. Hence, the problem exists because both components might not be ready or willing to interact at the expected time.

4.3 Notation and Associated Rules

We explain the notation further, along with its associated rules, using the following definitions. We assume universal quantification when no explicit statement is made.

Definition 2. AC is the set of architectural characteristics found in Table 1. Let \( C_i \) be a characteristic such that \( C_i \in AC \). Given \( S(C_i) \) is its value set and \( s_i \) is a value, \( s_i \in S(C_i) \) if and only if \( C_i, s_i \) is a valid characteristic/value pair. We union all possible pairs into the set \( CVPairs. \)
Definition 3. Let **Labels** be the set of names for the components composed to form the application. If \( Q \in \text{Labels} \), then \( C_i.s_i(Q) \) means that in component \( Q \), the value for characteristic \( C_i \) is \( s_i \). For now, we assume that each component has one characteristic/value pair per characteristic, i.e.,

\[
C_i.s_i(Q) \land C_i.s_i(Q) \iff s_i = s_i
\]

Definition 4. Let **PAI** be the set of problematic architecture interactions (currently the 13 described in Section 4.2). Given that \( T \subseteq \text{PAI} \), \( \{C_i.s_i, C_j.s_j\} \subseteq \text{CVPairs} \), and \( \{Q, R\} \subseteq \text{Labels} \), then \( Q \neq R \)

\[
C_i.s_i(Q) \rightarrow T \leftarrow C_j.s_j(R)
\]

means that component \( Q \) with characteristic/value pair \( C_i.s_i \) problematical interacts with component \( R \) having the characteristic/value pair \( C_j.s_j \) causing all of the conflicts that appear in the set \( T \). It should be noted that \( i \) can be equal to \( j \), i.e., they can be like characteristics.

We use this notation to express the presence of a PAI. For instance, assume that \( \{Q, R, A, B\} \subseteq \text{Labels} \), such that \( Q \neq R \) and \( A \neq B \), then interoperability problems between these components would be denoted as

\[
\text{DT.Arbitrary}(Q) \rightarrow \{6\} \leftarrow \text{DT.Arbitrary}(R)
\]

and

\[
\text{CS.Decentralized}(A) \rightarrow \{1\} \leftarrow \text{CT.Hierarchical}(B)
\]

\[
\text{CS.Decentralized}(A) \rightarrow \{4\} \leftarrow \text{CT.Hierarchical}(B)
\]

This notation provides a common vocabulary with which to discuss the interactions, and can lead to a better understanding of the problem. Furthermore, in the future the PAI notation from Section 4.2 can be extended to show the existence of a direct link from a problem to solution, and to catalog these discoveries. For instance, should a set of interactions be grouped under restricted points of control transfer and they all require a controller, it can be surmised that any other interaction causing this conflict will as well. Further research may reveal the need for more distinct categorization of conflicts to clarify the solutions that can result.

4.4 Relations on Problematic Interactions

By definition of a problematic architecture interaction,

\[
\rightarrow T \leftarrow
\]

is symmetric for all characteristic/value pairs. Reflexivity and transitivity, however, do not hold for all pairs. Further research is needed to constrain properties such that transitivity holds between and across components.

We introduce two composition rules, union and additivity. We define these next and discuss their usefulness for assessment.

Definition 5. **Union Rule** for Problematic Architecture Interactions. Given that \( T \subseteq \text{PAI} \), \( V \subseteq \text{PAI} \), \( \{C_i.s_i, C_j.s_j\} \subseteq \text{CVPairs} \), and \( \{Q, R\} \subseteq \text{Labels} \), then \( Q \neq R \)

\[
C_i.s_i(Q) \rightarrow T \leftarrow C.j.s_j(R)
\]

\[
C_i.s_i(Q) \rightarrow V \leftarrow C.j.s_j(R)
\]

\[
\iff C_i.s_i(Q) \rightarrow T \cup V \leftarrow C_j.s_j(R)
\]

This means that conflicts can be combined across similar characteristics. By gathering the conflicts in this manner, they can be assessed as a unit, potentially leading to a single solution. Without union, it would appear that there are multiple unrelated conflicts between the same characteristic comparisons. Therefore, the rule leads to a smaller conflict set and may point to relationships among conflicts.

Definition 6. **Additivity Rule** for Problematic Architecture Interactions. Given that \( T \subseteq \text{PAI} \), \( \{C_i.s_i, C.j.s_j, C.k.s_k\} \subseteq \text{CVPairs} \), such that \( j \neq k \) (i.e., two different characteristics), and \( \{Q, R\} \subseteq \text{Labels} \), then \( Q \neq R \),

\[
C_i.s_i(Q) \rightarrow T \leftarrow C.j.s_j(R)
\]

\[
C_i.s_i(Q) \rightarrow T \leftarrow C.k.s_k(R)
\]

\[
\iff C_i.s_i(Q) \rightarrow T \leftarrow C.j.s_j(R), C.k.s_k(R)
\]

Let ACC be an accumulation of characteristic/value pairs separated by commas, using the same additivity rule with \( C.m.s_m \) as an element of \text{CVPairs}, but not in ACC,

\[
C_i.s_i(Q) \rightarrow T \leftarrow \text{ACC}
\]

\[
C_i.s_i(Q) \rightarrow T \leftarrow C.m.s_m(R)
\]

\[
\iff C_i.s_i(Q) \rightarrow T \leftarrow \text{ACC}, C.m.s_m(R)
\]

There is no limit to the number of characteristics that can be accumulated to one side of the relation (e.g., the right-hand side above). However, only a single characteristic/value pair must remain on the other side (e.g., the left-hand side above).

The significance of this rule is that in general, given the same conflict across multiple characteristics, there is a sense of importance associated with this conflict. Moreover, there is the potential for focusing on a single solution for the conflicts across these related characteristics. This could lead to a smaller solution set.

5. USING THE NOTATION

This section describes our multi-phase process for pre-integration. We address the interaction assumptions 1 through 3 described in Section 4.1. The majority of the section covers the first interaction assumption, as is consistent with our example. We employ the characteristics from Table 1 and the notation described in Section 4.
5.1 The Compressing Proxy

The Compressing Proxy is an HTTP server that dynamically compresses and uncompresses data sent across a network, with the goal of improving web browser performance [6,14]. The Compressing Proxy is constructed by integrating gzip into the W3C HTTP daemon (CERN server). The CERN server is a generic, full-featured hypertext server, which can be used as a regular HTTP server. According to the HTML documents distributed with the source code, the CERN server processes data by passing it to a stack of “stream objects.” Processing, such as filtering or parsing, can be performed within each stream. The stream objects contain pointers to interface functions and a pointer to the next stream object on the stack. Data is passed into the stream as a parameter to the functions. Previously, these stream objects have been referred to as filters [6,14], and we will continue to use this terminology.

Gzip is a file compression utility that is commonly used as a filter at the UNIX process level. It communicates through UNIX pipes, thus performing incremental reads and writes. To build the Compressing Proxy, the gzip utility is inserted into the CERN server stream stack at the appropriate point (see Figure 1).

Inverardi et al. [6,14], use the Compressing Proxy to demonstrate the correctness of a post-integration interoperability analysis method based on the CHAM (CHeMical Abstract Machine) formalism. Their primary goal is to examine the behavioral expectations among integrated components to detect deadlock. By applying CHAM to the Compressing Proxy, they are able to correctly identify a deadlock problem caused by an unsophisticated adaptor. CHAM is then applied to the Compressing Proxy with a modified adaptor to prove that it is free of deadlock.

5.2 Phase 1: Component-Component Interactions

This phase is divided into three steps to examine the direct interaction among components.

Step 1.1 Determine the characteristic/value sets for each component. We begin by assigning a value to the known characteristics for each component participating in the integration. When multiple values exist for a characteristic, the most restrictive value is chosen depending on the architecture information available.

Since the filters in the CERN server are architecturally equivalent, filters A and B in Figure 1 have identical characteristic values. According to the source code, a filter is defined as a struct with a pointer to a stream-class object (which contains pointers to the interface functions), a pointer to a sink stream (the downstream filter), and several other stream-specific members. This struct reveals much about the filter’s architecture. A filter passes control by invoking an interface function of its sink and passing data as a parameter. The control structure is single-threaded. A function call explicitly transfers control and data to be stored locally. Because of the limited functionality of each filter, the data and control topologies are linear. A filter knows the identity of the downstream filter to allow an interface function to be invoked, and then blocks until the function completes.

According to its code and documentation, gzip uses a one-pass algorithm and is implemented in a single thread. This indicates linear control and data topologies. The fact that gzip is a UNIX-level filter and communicates via bounded pipes yields the values of several characteristics. First, it must block when reading from an empty pipe or writing to a full pipe. It does not know the identity of its upstream or downstream filter [29], thus it is unaware and supports implicit control and data transfer. Finally, its data storage method is a stream [30].

The Compressing Proxy has its own application characteristic/value set for a limited number of characteristics. Because gzip is being “inserted,” it is natural to assume the application values will mimic those of the CERN server. However, gzip cannot be run in the same process as the CERN server. Therefore, a typical assignment for an initial application control structure is sequential. The architecture of the CERN server is asynchronous [28].

Table 2 summarizes the component and application characteristic values as we have just identified.
Table 2: Characteristic Values

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CHAR</th>
<th>FILTER A</th>
<th>GZIP FILTER B</th>
<th>INITIAL APP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bk</td>
<td>Blocking</td>
<td>Blocking</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CS</td>
<td>Single-Thread</td>
<td>Single-Thread</td>
<td>Sequential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT</td>
<td>Linear</td>
<td>Linear</td>
<td>Linear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSM</td>
<td>Local</td>
<td>Stream</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DT</td>
<td>Linear</td>
<td>Linear</td>
<td>Linear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC</td>
<td>Aware</td>
<td>Aware</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCT</td>
<td>Explicit</td>
<td>Implicit</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDT</td>
<td>Explicit</td>
<td>Implicit</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sn</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Asynchronous</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Step 1.2 Notate the PAIs using bipartite graphs. We first construct a bipartite conflict graph (BCG) for pairwise assessment of components. Bipartite graphs allow full cross-comparison of characteristics. Their use eliminates any interaction assessment among a component’s own characteristics. There should be a comparison for every pair of components, i.e., A-B, A-gzip, gzip-B. In phase two (Section 5.3), the graph for A-B would be eliminated because A and B do not directly communicate in the application. For brevity, we exclude it here. Figure 2 displays only those lines in the BCG that represent potential problematic interactions.

Step 1.3 Apply the union and additivity rules. Applying these properties compresses the set of PAIs into a minimal, understandable set in which characteristics and their relationships are clarified. Using the union rule, we express PAIs 2 and 3 and PAIs 12 and 13 as the following:

- \( Bk.\text{Blocking}(A) \rightarrow \{3\} \leftarrow Bk.\text{Blocking}(G) \)
- \( Bk.\text{Blocking}(A) \rightarrow \{12\} \leftarrow IC.\text{Unaware}(G) \)
- \( Bk.\text{Blocking}(A) \rightarrow \{13\} \leftarrow IC.\text{Unaware}(G) \)
- \( DSM.\text{Local}(A) \rightarrow \{11\} \leftarrow SDT.\text{Implicit}(G) \)
- \( DSM.\text{Local}(A) \rightarrow \{11\} \leftarrow DSM.\text{Stream}(G) \)
- \( DSM.\text{Local}(A) \rightarrow \{7\} \leftarrow IC.\text{Unaware}(G) \)
- \( SCT.\text{Explicit}(A) \rightarrow \{12\} \leftarrow SCT.\text{Implicit}(G) \)
- \( SCT.\text{Explicit}(A) \rightarrow \{2\} \leftarrow IC.\text{Unaware}(G) \)
- \( SDT.\text{Explicit}(A) \rightarrow \{13\} \leftarrow SDT.\text{Implicit}(G) \)
- \( SDT.\text{Explicit}(A) \rightarrow \{6\} \leftarrow IC.\text{Unaware}(G) \)
- \( Bk.\text{Blocking}(G) \rightarrow \{3\} \leftarrow Bk.\text{Blocking}(B) \)
- \( IC.\text{Unaware}(G) \rightarrow \{12\} \leftarrow Bk.\text{Blocking}(B) \)
- \( IC.\text{Unaware}(G) \rightarrow \{13\} \leftarrow Bk.\text{Blocking}(B) \)
- \( IC.\text{Unaware}(G) \rightarrow \{2\} \leftarrow SCT.\text{Explicit}(B) \)
- \( IC.\text{Unaware}(G) \rightarrow \{6\} \leftarrow SDT.\text{Explicit}(B) \)
- \( IC.\text{Unaware}(G) \rightarrow \{7\} \leftarrow DSM.\text{Local}(B) \)
- \( SDT.\text{Implicit}(G) \rightarrow \{11\} \leftarrow DSM.\text{Local}(B) \)
- \( DSM.\text{Stream}(G) \rightarrow \{11\} \leftarrow DSM.\text{Local}(B) \)
- \( SCT.\text{Implicit}(G) \rightarrow \{12\} \leftarrow SCT.\text{Explicit}(B) \)
- \( SCT.\text{Implicit}(G) \rightarrow \{13\} \leftarrow SDT.\text{Explicit}(B) \)

Step 1.4 Examine the remaining PAIs in more depth. In this step we take each remaining PAI and describe why the problem exists in the context of our example. From this examination, we produce generic requirements or issues for PAI resolution. In some cases, a deeper assessment is needed.

We group the PAIs to simplify the discussion of the integration solution requirements. Generally, there is no preset method for grouping. In this case, we first consider the PAIs between filter A and gzip, followed by the PAIs between gzip and filter B.
**5.3 Phase 2: Application-Component Interactions**

Problematic interactions that result from component-component comparisons do not always comprise the final set of conflicts. When considering application requirements in phase 2, PAIs previously discovered in phase 1 can be eliminated. Furthermore, phase 2 can uncover additional PAIs that result from application-component interaction. In this section, we discuss those PAIs that can be eliminated based on application requirements. Though they would normally be discussed more fully in phase 1, we did not introduce them earlier for the sake of brevity.

*Step 2.1 Eliminate those PAIs from pairwise assessments in which there is no control or data exchange.*

A global analysis of application requirements can render certain PAIs as extraneous due to unidirectional interaction between components. Consider the following PAI identified in phase 1,

\[ Bk.Blocking(A) \rightarrow \{3\} \leftarrow Bk.Blocking(G) \]

**Description:** If both filter A and gzip are waiting for the other to initiate execution they will not be able to communicate.

In the Compressing Proxy application, each component completes execution before passing its control. Control flows only from filter A to gzip and gzip to filter B. Therefore, the application requirements dictate that this potential PAI is irrelevant because filter A is not dependent on gzip’s execution. The PAIs listed below are also eliminated for similar reasons.

\[ SCT.Explicit(A) \rightarrow \{2\} \leftarrow IC.UnAware(G) \]
\[ SDT.Explicit(A) \rightarrow \{6\} \leftarrow IC.UnAware(G) \]
\[ DSM.Local(A) \rightarrow \{7\} \leftarrow IC.UnAware(G) \]
\[ Bk.Blocking(A) \rightarrow \{12, 13\} \leftarrow IC.UnAware(G) \]
\[ IC.UnAware(A) \rightarrow \{12, 13\} \leftarrow Bk.Blocking(B) \]
\[ Bk.Blocking(B) \rightarrow \{3\} \leftarrow Bk.Blocking(B) \]

*Step 2.2 Append conflicts influenced by the application requirements.* Application requirements can influence interoperability by dictating a context in which certain configuration and coordination issues become problematic, depending on how compatible they are with the expectations of the components [7]. Thus, application-component conflicts are highly variable, depending on the current application characteristics. In some instances, they can affect the resolution of a component-component conflict. However, in this example the application requirements do not produce any new PAIs.

**5.4 Phase 3: Application-Integration Interactions**

The results of phases 1 and 2 normally include multiple, generic, integration solution requirements per PAI or PAI group. In the Compressing Proxy, we obtain these
requirements only from phase 1. The first step of phase 3 takes a global view of these requirements toward consolidating them to create a solution.

Step 3.1 Assessing the integration requirements as a whole. Group 1 and group 2 requirements are based on the communication between filter A and gzip. These requirements support the addition of a unique process that spawns gzip and builds the pipe for filter A’s data transmission. From the requirements of groups 3, 4, and 5, we see that an additional process must be able to read the data from gzip’s output pipe incrementally. The same process must also consolidate all of the output before passing it to filter B. Therefore, it must run in a separate process from gzip. The need for two separate processes (one for input and one for output) and the understanding that gzip must be able to read and write incrementally dictates that these processes must execute concurrently.

Step 3.2 Re-examining the application requirements. Even when an integration solution can be constructed to satisfy the requirements, there is still a potential for conflicts to occur between the integration solution requirements and the original application requirements. When this occurs, either changes can be made to the application requirements, given the extent of their malleability, or the integration solution requirements must be amended. However, such modifications must be controlled so they do not pose new conflicts. We demonstrate the former case below.

In the Compressing Proxy, the need for the two additional processes as a result of step 3.1 is in direct conflict with the application requirements for a sequential control structure and a linear data topology. In this instance, the application requirements can (and should) be changed to allow concurrent processes and an arbitrary data topology without any detrimental effects. The end result is the implementation of two concurrent processes to direct input to and output from gzip.

6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The practice of adhering to the precepts of CBSE is gathering momentum. However, the causes of interoperability problems must be thoroughly addressed, along with the effects, to make this form of system design reliable. It is obvious that analysis of interoperability problems early in design can aid in the formation of integration architectures.

In this paper, we illustrate how pre-integration assessment of fundamental architecture characteristics can illuminate potential problematic interactions. We have presented a simple notation to be used in conjunction with the static analysis of problematic architecture interactions to provide initial requirements of an integration solution. By borrowing principles from software architecture, our process benefits from a proven methodology.
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